
chapel and its relics were abandonedat about this time, and the
ecclesiastical life of the communitybecamecentered onSt Peter's church
alone. Certainly later centuries preserved no tradition of the meaning
and purpose of the chapel and the graves. Perhaps nowonly the spade can
recreate an understanding of the site and provide a surer interpretation
of one of the earliest Christian sites in Lancashire.
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STONYHl:P;LFORGE:·ANADVENTUREIN RECONSTRUCTION?by J.D. Mafsht.1J.

A subetantial numberof our memberswill have seen the eighteenth
century iron forge site at Stony Hazel, Rusland, High Fumess, which ls
nowon lease, for a period of twenty-tive years, to the University of
1e.ncaster.

To manyof us, this site will appear to be of so recent a date as
hardly to justify the adjective 'archaeological'. The modernforge dates
from 1718, and two and a half centuries of age seemsto be uninspiringly
short, if we overlook the salient fact that the world has seen more changes
in that time than in any remotely comparableperiod of hUJllmhistoryl The
fact that the site is Iindustrial', too, maycause it to be too easily
classified and dismissed, put in its pigeon hole of industrial archaeology.
ARomanor iron age site mayalso be 'industrial', although it is also
true that the studyof eighteenth century forge practice does call for an
even more specialised study of teChnology.

The Stony Hazel site offers not only technological problems, but a
numberof novel features. It is, first of all, poesible to date it more
or less exactly. As post-mediaeval or modernarchaeology approach the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, so deeds, descriptions, mapsand
pla~s becomemoreeasily available at our oounty record offices. In this
instance, extensive study of the Furness iron industry of the eighteenth
century has already been made(by Fell, Awty, }okrshall and others), and
so the backgroundto the forge's operation is already knownand evaluated,
and muchof the social and economichistory of the age and region has
been filled in. Yet, for all the luxuries of extensive knowledgewhich
the modernhistorian can sometimesenjoy, the site itself provides just
as manychallenges as any other archaeological project.
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It is believed to be one of the very' few forge sites of its kind
left in western Europe, and certainly it is one of the most complete.
Its rural situation, in a remote but beautiful spot, has been the cause
of its preservation. Mostother industrial artefacts, buildings or
ruins have a dauntingly high rate of mortality, so high that one wonders
whether modernmanis determined to create conUDdrumsfor his successors
whowill have the job of excavating and investigating his past activities
in, say, 3000 A.D. Thedestroyer and the developer makethe mistake of
the old-fashioned snob-scholar in i"gining that because a thing is
industrial, and is not 'old', that it can therefore be dil5counted.

Readers will, it is hoped, overlook this moralising where it is
plainly unnecessary. Theywill find that an 'industrial' site, then,
offers just as manyproblemsand challenges as any other, and that it
also has somenovel enjorments to give forth. Oneof the most stimulating
advantages of the Stony Hazel site iI5 that it is not only under continual
investigation, without the need to terllinate, bulldoze or intill, and that
progressive rebuilding and reconstruction can nowgo on.

Thebuilding materials originally used in the site buildings are all
present on the ground, either in the form of existing vane of chambers
or in tumbled diearray and collapse. Fortunately, the shape and nature
of most of the buildings is broadly clear, and at present, a pair of walling
specialists, whoare part of the site team, are carrying on a fascinating
operation in building the walls of ane of the smaller rooms in the forge
complex, using the techniques of the traditional Lakelandbuilder. Unhappily
one cannot reconstruct these in the immenselycareful and exact way of the
museumworker piecing together a piece of pottery" but enoughof the walls
remains to demonstrate thickness, type of construction and general layout,
and even elevations are broadly indicated in a few places.

In any case, this building-up operation is absolutely obligatory, if
only to ensure that the ground space is cleared. The forge site occupies
a narrow ledge.by the Force Beck, and there is very little space to put
spoil or debris. Hence, the original buildings will have to be reconstructed
moreor less in their entirety, to reveal any secrets .that lie underneath!

The latter are of a recognisably archaeological kind, and are revealed
by pieces of pottery, slag, iran and even glass. The remains of eighteenth
century glass flesks and other drinking vessels, remind us that the ironworker
of that age had to be persuaded by alcoholic inducementto do work out of
the ordinary, and that forge operation was in any case thirsty work. The
fragments of various items of eating ware, including a rather handsomefish
dish, provide evidence that peopoe lived here for several weeks or monthsof
the year whenthe forge was in operation. Manyof the pieces of pottery
are of unmistakeably eighteenth century slipware or lead glaze. .

A recent trial in one corner ot the chamberin the centre ot a range
of buildings to the south of the site, showedthat an existing vindow
aperture vas glazed with diamondor lozenge-shaped leaded lights of an
unusually thin greenish glass, and it maybe that ane of these roomswas
used for living quarters at somestage in the forge's existence. The pieces
of glass lay scattered under several feet of debris near the windowitself,
and it is clear that there are manyother i teme to be revealed under the
samedebris - traces of hearths and burnt stone, tuyeres, a tail-race
running under the foundations (perhaps), and even indications or traces of
iron equipment.
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That is is not unrealistic to hope fnr pieces of forge equipmentwas

indicated by a discovery _de a year or two ago in the north-part of the
site, where a single building, near a wheel pit and head race, was clearly
the initial operational section of the forge, the 'finery'. Underneath
the floor, Hr Davies-SMel found not only the anvil base, but also the
working end of a helve or tilt ~r, of th. sort traditionally operated
by a waterwheel and camdevice. It il to be hoped that further
investigations will reveal other such exciting and conclusive eTidence.

• • • •• • • •

Readers whoare not familiar with the peculiari tie 8 of eighteenth
century industry _y like a 8hort explanation of the work of this forge,
and of its role in the local iran indultry. In t~ eighteenth century,
Fumess, North Lancashire and southern Westmorlandwere together a fairly
important iron--.king area. The indultrr uled charcoal as fuel, and
Furnes! in particular was a well woodedarea suitable for extensive
charcoal burning. Coal, to. be uled in a turnace or forge, wouldhave had
to be coked to removesulphurou. impurities, which can ruin iron in the
course of smelting, and it was moreconvenient to use the Furness woods
for charcoal, which will burn at a great heat and vill not impart impurities
to the iron.

The sub-region also had ablmdantwater powerand iron ore, and the •
success of the industry is not difficult to explain. It could use lake
and river transport for boating the charcoal, and there vas plenty of
building material for use at furnace and forge sites. (There was, inciden
tally, a well knowneighteenth century turnace and forge combinedat
Halton, near Lancaster, just off the line of the motorway- people in the
region got their hearth. and ranges from the Halton Company,and all manner
of domestic iron gear).

Stony Hazel forged iron which had already been smelted at BaCkbarrow
where the ,furnace stood until very recent times, and whichwas the last
iron furnace to use charcoal in Britain - and CUDoeY,jl18t by the Western
shore of Windermere,not far from Havkl!Jheadand Savrey. The iron pigs
were taken by packhorse along the Rusland valley from Backbarrow,or via
ThwaiteHeadfrom Cunsey, and were then re-heat.d in a hearth which received
its air blast from water-driven bellows, and then hammeredon the anvil
mentioned. The hammeringof the l!Joftmetal burnt out the carbon, or
decarbonised the iron, but unf"Drtunatelythil first or 'finery' stage also
imparted someimpurities, and so a second or 'chatery' stage \l&S necessary.
This word is from richAuftlri', and muchad"f'ancediron-making technique
camefrom France - it is from Diderot's encyclopaedic study of arts and
crafts that we can learn howthis Lancalhir. forg' operated. The malleable
bars were taken to the chafery, and reheated in tongs in a crude reverberatory
furnace - one which concent~tei its heat in an enclosed space - and shaped
into a dumbbell shape with one head muchlarpr than the other. It was in
this form that the bar iron was exported. It vas muchaore expensive, or
commandeda muchhigher price, than cast or pig iron, and was used by iron
mongersthroughout the west of England. Fumes. bar iron found its way to
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Bristol and the Severn valley and well into 'Worcestershire.

This little outline of an industrial process has muchbear'in g on
our archaeological 'Work, for muchof the slag at Stony F.azel is in large
lumps, like the rounded top and shoulders ofa bell, and this is unmistake
ably 'chafery' slag. It has been thus identified by G.R. Mol'ton, one of
the leading historical metallurgists in the country, and we are indebted
to Mr lIlOrton, whose untimely death we sadly record, for his help and
encouragement. Hence we have abundant evidence that the site vas u~ed
for the complete forge processes.

Membersand potential vo1tmteers should not be put off by the· aura
of esoteric knowledge which surrounds this form of archaeology. One learns
by doing and studYing on site; the place itself is a delightful ane, as
manyvisitors will now agree, and we are now engaged in making it more
congenial by erecting a permanent shelter and resting or storage place.
'Weneed all the skill of our Lancaster site workers - there is plenty
of careful work to be done round the floor areas, but some exhilarating
civil engineering, with scaffolding and deITick and block and tackle, in
the reconstruction of the buildings. Wecordially invite volunteers,
who should get in touch with me at Morecambe411811. The work is expected
to go on well into the autumn.

THELANCASTERRAILWAYCARRIAGEANDWAGONCOMPANYbY Gillian WoodhOUleA.L.A.

In the latter half of the rl1neteenth century, the Lancaster Ha.llway
Carriage and WagonCompanywas the third larl8st employer of labour and
probably the most capital-intensive indust1"1 in the Lancaster area.

Iancaster was suffering from high unemplo;ymentin the early 1860' s and
the establishment of the lAmeShipbuilding ComPanY(1863-1870) and the
WagonCompanyencouraged people to believe that Iancaster would soon regain
its former prosperity.

The Lancaster WagonCompanyLtd was formed late in 1863 by a group of
local gentlemen and land was bought at the end of Ladies Walk. By the time
the first ordinary meeting was held in April 1864, the contracts for the
buildings had all been let to local trades_ne

By February 1865, the Directors were able to say that the buildings
were well advanced and that they bad entered into a contract for the
construction of wagons for a Welsh railway and that the work had .begun in
spite of the unfinished buildings.

By March 1866, the Companyhad turned out its first railway carriages
and a celebration dinner was held at the Oddfellows Hall. In April 1866,
the Companysurfered its first labour dispute when some of the men, dis
satisfied with the internal arrangements of the factory went on strike.
The strike only lasted a week and .ost of the menresumed work on the Monday
morning with the exception of a few "whose services 'Will be gladly spared 11 •

(Lancaster Gazette 5th May1866 supplement). Later strikes were not settled
as quickly as this one and the newspapers were more symJ:&thetic towards the
workmen.
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